The STAR award is presented to successful programs which serve as models of innovation and efficiency in state governments in the Southern region.

2013

**KENTUCKY ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES OF THE COURTS**
**Veterans’ Connect Program**
The program requires pretrial investigations and services to ask whether an individual has been in combat and, if so, provide contact information to services available for combat veterans.

**VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS**
**Step Down Program for Administrative Segregation**
The program has reduced the number of offenders in Administrative Segregation by 53 percent; increased safety by reducing prison incidents by 56 percent; and reduced staff stress and improved morale as evidenced by a decrease in use of sick leave.

2014

**DMV Connect**
**DMV Connect**
The program was designed to smooth prisoners' transition back into society by ensuring they have valid state identification upon release. The program has since expanded and the DMV now offers similar services to other populations of limited mobility, including the elderly and disabled.

**WEST VIRGINIA OFFICE OF CHILD NUTRITION**
**Feed to Achieve**
The program seeks to provide a minimum of two nutritious meals a day to schoolchildren in West Virginia by way of innovative meal delivery systems. It also incorporates innovative funding mechanisms, including directed donations and targeted federal grants, that enable the program to operate with negligible administrative cost.

2015

**GEORGIA | ARMSTRONG STATE UNIVERSITY**
**Cyber Forensics Division**
The program reduced Georgia’s cyber forensics backlog from seven to 12 months to 30 days or less, and has achieved high placement rates for its interns post-graduation.

**VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES**
**Vital Records at DMV**
The program’s creative use of the DMV’s service footprint improves state services while also reducing DMV wait times. The program has been proven to be transferable across agencies.

2016

**VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS, DIVISION OF EDUCATION (VDOC, DOE)**
**American Council on Education Accreditation Project**
In order to reduce recidivism, VDOC, DOE offers career and technical education (CTE) courses to inmates. These courses are designed to provide inmates with the skills required to succeed in today’s workforce.

**VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND DEPARTMENT OF RAIL AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION**
**Smart Scale Program**
The Smart Scale program legislation established a statewide prioritization process for transportation projects that improve the efficiency of Virginia’s transportation network.
TENNESSEE HIGHER EDUCATION COMMISSION
Prioritizing Student Veterans
The program promotes enrollment and degree completion by veterans in higher education, while also encouraging campuses to develop services and resources for student veterans.

WEST VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Electronic Application Processing System
The system provides a better way for teachers to obtain or renew a West Virginia teaching certification by reducing the time to process an application from weeks to days. Applicants receive real-time status updates as their application traverses through the approval process. During the first year of the new system, more than 8,000 applications were submitted.

ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
K-12 Panic Button School Safety System
In 2016, an active shooter incident at an Arkansas school led to a campus lockdown. After learning that a student had a gun on campus, a teacher activated the Panic Button app, which notified all key personnel and emergency responders. Within eight minutes of activating the app, law enforcement had the gun and student in custody with no injuries reported.

TENNESSEE HIGHER EDUCATION COMMISSION
Tennessee Promise
The program is a last-dollar scholarship that pays any tuition and fees charged at community and technical colleges that are not covered by other sources of grant aid. Each Tennessee Promise student is paired with a mentor - an adult in their community who can support them through the college and financial aid application process.

KENTUCKY PERSONNEL CABINET
MyPURPOSE.
Launched in 2018, MyPURPOSE provides a visually engaging portal for external job applicants, the ability to quickly apply for jobs via mobile or desktop applications or through a LinkedIn profile, and a means for state agencies to customize job postings by including videos with job posts.

TENNESSEE HIGHER EDUCATION COMMISSION
Tennessee Reconnect
With this scholarship program, Tennesseans of all ages can earn the relevant, marketable credentials necessary to succeed in the labor market. Since implementation, state-wide postsecondary degree attainment has increased to 43 percent.

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS SERVICES
Military Medics and Corpsman Program (MMAC)
The MMAC program changes how healthcare hires medically trained service members after leaving the military and transitioning into the civilian workforce. The MMAC Program staff recruits applicants, reviews credentials, and refers approved applicants to MMAC Partner Healthcare Systems.

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
Restrictive Housing Reform for Inmates with Serious Mental Illnesses (SMI)| Secure Diversionary Treatment Program (STDP)
The Virginia Department of Corrections’ Secure Diversionary Treatment Program addresses a critical need to safely manage the increasing population of inmates with serious mental illness in the criminal justice system by diverting them into a treatment-focused environment.